Although this file was scanned from the highest-quality microfilm held by Boise State University, it reveals the limitations of the source microfilm. It is possible to perform a text search of much of this material; however, there are sections where the source microfilm was too faint or unreadable to allow for text scanning. For assistance with this collection of student newspapers, please contact Special Collections and Archives at archives@boisestate.edu.
Luther King Jr. called his dream, Jan. 17 from the SUB's Jordan Ballroom to the capitol building as brothers and sisters under the banner of freedom, equality and justice. Songs honoring the life and work of the people's prophet and his dream — King's life and impact on the civil rights movement, many members and speakers through their own political and social messages in the room.

Singin' for the Ink, Larry Alexander,bbie Bailey and Chief David Baer sang a number of songs, followed by the SUB's own a cappella choir, which sang a song they wrote. The choir's song was about the struggle for racial freedom and equality.

Messages presented by marchers and speakers brought their own political and social messages. Those messages ranged from exuding equality and human rights as the marchers and speakers made their way down a partially closed off Capitol Boulevard. To the capitol steps, the crowd's original audience as his famous "I Have a Dream" speech was made.

"I Have a Dream" speech was made and was a call to continue to fight injustice and to continue fighting injustice. LeFavour echoed McNeil's urgings to continue fighting injustice. LeFavour said, "Consciously or unconsciously, we distance ourselves from others." McNeil urged the audience to take part in the civil rights movement and to continue fighting injustice. LeFavour said, "Consciously or unconsciously, we distance ourselves from others."

Speaking after McNeil, state Rep. defend McNeil urged the audience to take part in the civil rights movement and to continue fighting injustice. LeFavour said, "Consciously or unconsciously, we distance ourselves from others."

Speaking after McNeil, state Rep. Joseph McNeil, who is the first black mayor of Boise after a Commander-in-Chief ball to honor the president on Thursday night after the inauguration.

The march and rally are the beginning of events planned for MLK Jr. week at BSU that will culminate in part, what Martin Luther King Jr. Day shadou. All photos by Rachel Swanbeck/The Arbiter.

Washington in party mode for Bush inauguration

BY LEE NEUHER HOLT

For more than 33 years, Martin Luther King Jr. continued to believe in the hope for his brother. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. was a member of the Martin Luther King Jr. Leadership 2000, Inc., an organization that developed opportunities for young leaders to take up the mantle of King's dream. King's call to promote peace in foreign countries began in the late 1980s when he was called upon by the White House to serve as a go-between for peace negotiations.

The "I Have a Dream" speech was made after King was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for his efforts to bring about civil rights legislation. The speech was delivered on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, D.C., on Aug. 28, 1963.

Speaking after McNeil, state Rep. Joseph McNeil, who is the first black mayor of Boise after a Commander-in-Chief ball to honor the president on Thursday night after the inauguration.

The march and rally are the beginning of events planned for MLK Jr. week at BSU that will culminate in part, what Martin Luther King Jr. Day shadou. All photos by Rachel Swanbeck/The Arbiter.

"I must make this dream come true or My father, King III continues. to serve as one of the nation's community organizers. In 1970s when he was called upon by the White House to serve as a go-between for peace negotiations.

The "I Have a Dream" speech was made after King was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for his efforts to bring about civil rights legislation. The speech was delivered on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, D.C., on Aug. 28, 1963.

Speaking after McNeil, state Rep. Joseph McNeil, who is the first black mayor of Boise after a Commander-in-Chief ball to honor the president on Thursday night after the inauguration.

The march and rally are the beginning of events planned for MLK Jr. week at BSU that will culminate in part, what Martin Luther King Jr. Day shadou. All photos by Rachel Swanbeck/The Arbiter.

"I must make this dream come true or My father, King III continues. to serve as one of the nation's community organizers. In 1970s when he was called upon by the White House to serve as a go-between for peace negotiations.

The "I Have a Dream" speech was made after King was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for his efforts to bring about civil rights legislation. The speech was delivered on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, D.C., on Aug. 28, 1963.
Students get real education for real world

BY LIZ HENDERSON

Many students and students in military studies are not required to participate in the ROTC program, but the majority make their decision during their junior year in college. Students who complete the ROTC program and sign a military commitment contract become qualified commissioned officers and may join the Army National Guard or the Army Reserves as second lieutenants. The labs are designed to give students the opportunity to participate in the program this year. Brown said she believed everyone that is offered through the Military Sciences and Public Affairs.

The Oelles Morning News
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WASHINGTON—A series of new U.S. intelligence reports concludes that there’s little likelihood that President Bush’s goals can be achieved in Iraq. The reports, according to senior officials who’ve seen the classified versions.

WASHINGTON—If Iraqis go to the polls on Jan. 30, there will be districts where only a local resident would know how to find the ballot box.

WASHINGTON—Dogs poisoned with strychnine.

WASHINGTON—To penis go to the polls on Jan. 30, there will be districts where only a local resident would know how to find the ballot box.

WASHINGTON—Three dogs have been found killed in the Boise, Idaho, area. Police are investigating three more poisonings.

WASHINGTON—If Iraqis go to the polls on Jan. 30, there will be districts where only a local resident would know how to find the ballot box.

WASHINGTON—Three dogs have been found killed in the Boise, Idaho, area. Police are investigating three more poisonings.
The Confederate battle flag: a racist symbol or proud history?  

**Readers negate Newman**

**Neuman piece inaccurate**

Dear Editor,

Ms. Neuman's article does not reflect her opinion, but rather the opinions of the American Nazi Party and the KKK. In Ms. Neuman's article, she does not challenge these groups' interpretation of the flag's meaning. Instead, she accepts their interpretation as fact. This is inaccurate, as the Confederate battle flag is not a symbol of white supremacy.

Michael Hehnck, 

Cary, Ky.

**Neuman article insulting**

Dear Editor,

Ms. Neuman's article is insulting. It is not appropriate for anyone to claim that a symbol belongs to them or anyone else. The Confederate battle flag is a symbol of our history, and it is important to respect that history.

Julia Staff

Cumberland Ky.

**Racism article misguided**

Dear Editor,

Ms. Neuman's article is misguided. She makes a number of false claims about the Confederate battle flag and its meaning. For example, she states that the flag is a symbol of white supremacy, but this is not true. The Confederate battle flag was adopted by a number of states before the Civil War, including border states that did not secede. Additionally, the flag was not necessarily a symbol of racism or segregation. Ms. Neuman's article fails to acknowledge the complex history of the flag and its various meanings.

Dr. James Brown

University of Arizona

**Neuman guilty of misleading**

Dear Editor,

Ms. Neuman's article is misleading. She claims that the flag is a symbol of segregation and racism, but this is not accurate. The Confederate battle flag was a symbol of states' rights and a desire for independence from the Union. It was not a symbol of racism or segregation. Ms. Neuman's article fails to provide an accurate and balanced perspective on the history of the flag.

Dr. Elizabeth Smith

Historian

**The Arbitrator**

The Arbitrator 19 2005
**Hessing injury not career threatening.**

Boise State sophomore center Michelle Hessing, a Capital High graduate, will miss the remainder of the 2004-05 season due to a foot injury suffered during the NIT game on Thursday. The injury, diagnosed as a stress fracture, is expected to require Hessing to be out for two to three months, in time for next season (see SIDELINE).

**Jons honored.**

By Jeremy Rasmussen

Boise State's three downhill racers finished the Boas Indoor Facility Bertoncelj finishing 22nd and Jill Mendenhall finishing 64th. Boise State's three downhill skiers finished with 23rd to finish 14th, Spela Walter going 14th, Spela Bertoncelj finishing 22nd and Jill Mendenhall finishing 64th.

**Boise State men's tennis team to host Mountain Regional playoff.**

BY JAMES FULLER

Before a big turnaround that sets the groundwork for the upcoming season, the Broncos had two matches against Idaho State and Southern Utah this weekend. The Broncos men's tennis team fell to Idaho State 7-0 in the first match and then fell to Southern Utah 4-1 on Sunday.

The Broncos defeated Idaho State, 7-0 and are currently No. 2 on the Mountain Region. They are currently 7-0 overall and 4-0 in the WAC.

**Monsoon fencing in Chicago.**

BY JAMES FULLER

The Monsoon fencing team competed this weekend in Chicago and finished 14th overall.

**Sports Hammond returns to court.**

BY JAMES FULLER

The Broncos men's tennis team hopes to host the Mountain Region Championship at Monarch Suites Classics in the region, will take on number two team in the region, Colorado, will face number one New Mexico. The winners will play in the finals of the tournament with the team in second place.

**Sports Boise State to host Mountain Regional playoff.**

BY JAMES FULLER

The Broncos men's tennis team hopes to host the Mountain Region Championship at Monarch Suites Classics in the region, will face number one New Mexico. The winners will play in the finals of the tournament with the team in second place.

**Boise State men's tennis to host Mountain Regional playoff.**

BY JAMES FULLER

The Broncos men's tennis team hopes to host the Mountain Region Championship at Monarch Suites Classics in the region, will face number one New Mexico. The winners will play in the finals of the tournament with the team in second place.
The Maul Invitational gave the Boise State gymnastics team a chance to see who brought weeks of practice to the table. After two and UC Davis. Head coach Sam of Denver along with NC State working on a more recognizable competitive line up for Denver. on the road at UC Berkeley with a team score of 197.325. Senior vault with a score of 9.650 and on floor with a 9.700. Red-shirt vault with a 9.875 on beam and a 9.100 on bars. Huffaker cleaned up in three events to claim the all-around title with a 39.450. Huffaker won both vault with a 9.975, bars with a 9.8 and floor with a 9.100. Senior Kristin Gaare is expected to make a huge contribution to the lineup, as she is the highest beam score of the meet and fourth in the Southeast region. The Broncos are ranked 16th to 14th in the nation and few things up the Broncos will be able to compete with.
owner Peter Karmanos Jr. spilled belief that the current NHL is getting along just fine without it. But with NFL Playoffs finished in hope for Kobe to lead police down guy's career - the NBA has little to provide sports fans before the NASCAR Nextel Cup Series with the checkered carpet for the Daytona 500. And if FOX has its NOC are about to plunge hockey in television ratings, NASCAR's the American Chopper marauder pace. Come on, admit ger motor head than ever before. and Jerry Bruckhelmer left off. And possibly the next. What is even more frightening has matured into the most sci- has replaced moonshine. Cell phone companies have replaced Cigarette sponsors. Can cool- ers have been replaced with - in University of Purdue engineering conference tournament that amounts to a hill of beans of whether or not Dance or the NIT. Just take a look a team is going to play in The Big conference games before they First seven Western Athletic play for the first time ever, and to win two games in postseason during the offseason. '

I'm not sure what the first five of the first women Athletes Conference games before they finished, but I'm thinking that it's all going to be a lot of fun but nothing serious. Two possible stories did not get enough votes for the top five because they were not good enough. They are necessary to recruiting for the next season. Two possible stories did not get enough votes for the top five because they might have been good enough. They are necessary to recruiting for the next season.

What is even more frightening is recruiting for the next season. What is even more frightening is recruiting for the next season. And what is even more frightening is recruiting for the next season. The women's basketball team has to recruit in order to have probably the better part of recruiting.

Brons open with 10 wins, stay home this weekend

Led by Rod Wingo's 23 points, the Broncos go into the mile run and 3,000-meters with a NCAA provisional qualifying mark of 62-8.50. Post also won the weight throw with a NCAA provision mark of 64-53.1.75. Spring Valley did not have enough athletes to qualify as a team, but they did have enough athletes to qualify as an individual. Rod Wingo posted a winning time of 46.28 in the mile run, coming behind Greg Hafley and Andy Knicely with a NCAA provi- soin mark of 46.28. In the 3,000-meter run with a time of 8:09.28, Spring Valley did not have enough athletes to qualify as a team, but they did have enough athletes to qualify as an individual. Rod Wingo posted a winning time of 8:10.18 in the 3,000-meter run, coming behind Greg Hafley and Andy Knicely with a NCAA provi- soin mark of 8:10.18. In the 5,000-meter run with a time of 15:02.1, Rod Wingo posted a winning time of 15:02.1 with a NCAA provi- soin mark of 15:02.1. In the pole vault with a leap of 12-0 Lindsey Barnes posted a winning time of 12-0.50. Post also won the 5,000-meter run with a time of 15:02.1, coming behind Greg Hafley and Andy Knicely with a NCAA provi- soin mark of 15:02.1. In the 5,000-meter run with a time of 15:02.1, Post also won the weight throw with a NCAA provi- soin mark of 62-8.50. Post also won the weight throw with a NCAA provi- soin mark of 62-8.50.

It alienated the Canadian conference games by almost 5, losing four of their first five games. The Broncos have shown that both 5-1 in conference games, and Coby Karl have shown that they can take it to the hole. Or, they could be in the cellar. It looks a little deceiving because of losses have come to the top four teams in the WAC so far this sea- son. All are long-range threats, and Coby Karl have shown that they can take it to the hole. Or, they could be in the cellar. It looks a little deceiving because of losses have come to the top four teams in the WAC so far this sea- son. All are long-range threats, and Coby Karl have shown that they can take it to the hole. Or, they could be in the cellar. It looks a little deceiving because of losses have come to the top four teams in the WAC so far this sea- son. All are long-range threats, and Coby Karl have shown that they can take it to the hole. Or, they could be in the cellar. It looks a little deceiving because of losses have come to the top four teams in the WAC so far this sea- son. All are long-range threats, and Coby Karl have shown that they can take it to the hole. Or, they could be in the cellar. It looks a little deceiving because of losses have come to the top four teams in the WAC so far this sea- son. All are long-range threats, and Coby Karl have shown that they can take it to the hole. Or, they could be in the cellar. It looks a little deceiving because of losses have come to the top four teams in the WAC so far this sea- son. All are long-range threats, and Coby Karl have shown that they can take it to the hole. Or, they could be in the cellar. It looks a little deceiving because of losses have come to the top four teams in the WAC so far this sea- son. All are long-range threats, and Coby Karl have shown that they can take it to the hole. Or, they could be in the cellar. It looks a little deceiving because of losses have come to the top four teams in the WAC so far this sea- season. All are long-range threats, and Coby Karl have shown that they can take it to the hole. Or, they could be in the cellar. It looks a little deceiving because of losses have come to the top four teams in the WAC so far this seaso-
Tickets are $5 general, $3 for seniors and for students of all ages. Deep into spring term and I already find myself in a funk. I had homework assigned last Thursday and two quizzes scheduled for this week. So, to try and set a good tire weekend, some very important questions inescapably pelted the inside of my skull like a broly, who looks more like Martin Luther King Service Saturday. There'll be a free breakfast I was younger that it was Charlie, but now that I'm older and have a beard, I think I may have been week, I was completely blindslded sharein~commcn.Watching a few and dark hair Chuck and Marty like Emilio Estevez, especially that if Charlie Sheen and Emilio around the eyes, I now surmise I was pondered while watching justl...
MÖTLEY CRÜE

BETTER LIVE THAN DEAD

MARCH 29TH

Idaho Center

Tickets can be purchased at all ICTickets and Ticketweb outlets including all TCBY stores, Record Exchange, Neat & Neatly's, The Boise Co-op, A New Vintage Wine Shop, Eagle Valley Board Shop, Boise County Sports in Payette and Jack's Drive-In in Caldwell or by calling 442-3323 466-TIXX ICTickets.com and Ticketweb.com

MARCH 31

THE NORTHWEST'S QUEST FOR THE BEST MUSIC...

Thursday, January 26th –
Indie Showcase
Rebecca Scott • JADA • Einstein's Rich
Stella • Avalanches • Cody Sorenson

Friday, January 27th –
Art, Rock Showcase
Sparks • The Po'Gillfers
Outside In • Ravenna • Stifton

Friday, February 4th
Boise FINALS
Saturday, February 26th
Northwest FINAL
Presented By
Boise AUDIOLAB Weekly

APRIL 11

BOWLING FOR SOUP

THIS TUESDAY NIGHT
TUE FEBRUARY 1

MATISYAHU
The Rebel Reggae Superstar
Reggae Mardi Gras Party At The Big Easy

TUE FEBRUARY 8

TUE FEBRUARY 1

FALL OUT BOY
MIDTOWN THE MINDS GYM CLASS HEROES

MARCH 31

THE NORTHWEST'S QUEST FOR THE BEST MUSIC...

Thursday, January 20th –
Indie Showcase
Rebecca Scott • JADA • Einstein's Rich
Stella • Avalanches • Cody Sorenson

Friday, January 28th –
Art, Rock Showcase
Sparks • The Po'Gillfers
Outside In • Ravenna • Stifton

Friday, February 4th
Boise FINALS
Saturday, February 26th
Northwest FINAL
Presented By
Boise AUDIOLAB Weekly

APRIL 11

BOWLING FOR SOUP

THIS TUESDAY NIGHT
TUE FEBRUARY 1

MATISYAHU
The Rebel Reggae Superstar
Reggae Mardi Gras Party At The Big Easy

TUE FEBRUARY 8

The Monkey Speaks His Mind Tour

Elvis Costello
and The Imposters

On Sale Friday At 10 AM
Quaid, Grace come of age in 'Company'

BY ERIC RUSSELL

"In Good Company" isn't meant to be a perfect family situation as evidence by Paul's pious parents. The film caters to the heart's desire to be with someone who is there for us even when we're at our least desirable. Thus, the movie is about the relationship between the two main characters. The film is a powerful testament to the strength of the human spirit and the importance of love and understanding in the face of adversity.

The film is a heartwarming story of two people who come together to help each other through their respective experiences. Though she's just a teenager, Kay (Quaid) is a role model for all young people. Her intelligence, humor and grace are a great example of what women can achieve.

The film is a very touching and emotional story of love and loss. It's a film that will make viewers think and feel. The performances by the lead actors are outstanding and the cinematography is beautiful. Overall, "In Good Company" is a film that will stay with you long after you've seen it.

"Coach Carter" starts the year off strong

BY ERIC RUSSELL

"Coach Carter" starts the year off strong with its hard-nosed portrayal of basketball. Though he's got the same issues as the boys, the boys learn from his mistakes and become a better team. The film is a powerful testament to the strength of the human spirit and the importance of love and understanding in the face of adversity.

The film is a heartwarming story of two people who come together to help each other through their respective experiences. Though she's just a teenager, Kay (Quaid) is a role model for all young people. Her intelligence, humor and grace are a great example of what women can achieve.

The film is a very touching and emotional story of love and loss. It's a film that will make viewers think and feel. The performances by the lead actors are outstanding and the cinematography is beautiful. Overall, "In Good Company" is a film that will stay with you long after you've seen it.

"Coach Carter" is a film that will make you think and feel. The performances by the lead actors are outstanding and the cinematography is beautiful. Overall, "In Good Company" is a film that will stay with you long after you've seen it.

Downtown book signing creates new age focus

BY TAYLOR EYLES

Tonight on the Brava Stage in the historic Brava Theater, the renowned performance in the influential Carter series will take place from 5 to 7 p.m. Late night performances by the band will be held in the historic theater. Ticket prices will be on sale at the door, and refreshments will be provided.

The performance will feature Carter's lauded abilities and his ability to stay true to his own vision. Carter's music is captivating and his stage presence is magnetic. The audience is in for a treat.

For more information, please visit our website:
http://www.bravastage.com
because opportunity is always around the corner.

At Wells Fargo, we provide an environment that supports the dreams and ideals of our employees — as well as our customers. And we’ve been doing it since 1852. Come experience a place where opportunity is as wide as the horizon.

ON-SITE JOB FAIR for PHONE BANKERS, TELLERS AND PERSONAL BANKERS!
Monday, January 24th, 2005
10am - 4pm
Boise State University

Come see us at the marketing booth-1st floor of the SUB, across from the information desk!

Wells Fargo team members enjoy our outstanding benefits package, an inclusive work environment, professional development opportunities, the power to achieve personal financial success, and a unique corporate culture that strives to make life more rewarding both inside and outside of work.

Run with a leader. Run with us.